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Ad Astra Media Brainstorms NASA’s “First Woman” Graphic Novel Series
“La Primera Mujer” Comic Book Developed By “First Intergalactic Doctor”

[Dec. 8, Tampa] Ad Astra Media partners with NASA; La Primera Mujer (First Woman) tells the
tale of Callie Rodriguez, the fictional trailblazer as she becomes the first woman to explore the
Moon. From her childhood dreams of space travel to being selected as an astronaut candidate,
Callie and her robot sidekick, RT, overcome setbacks, disappointment, and tragedy along their
journey to the Moon.

In La Primera Mujer, Callie stands on the shoulders of real-life women who broke barriers to
establish “firsts,” aiming for the stars like Mae Jemison, first black woman in space, and Ellen
Ochoa, first latina woman in space. Ad Astra Media’s “First Intergalactic Doctor,” Dr. Jose Morey
collaborated with NASA to develop a series of graphic novels and digital platforms aiming to
capture attention and unite the next generation of explorers who will aim for the Moon without
barriers. Ad Astra Media has opened up and allowed new markets, specifically Spanish
speaking, to indulge in educational, inspiring and uplifting content for people of all ages.

Born in Puerto Rico to a Dominican father and Puerto Rican mother, CEO/Founder Dr. Morey,
culturally relates to underrepresented communities while first-hand experiencing lack of diversity
in STEAM (science, technology, engineering, art and math) and professional fields.

Ad Astra Media was built with the goal of showing kids from minority and underserved
communities that careers at the highest level of medical and technological fields are possible.
“Media has the greatest influence on our lives,” said Dr. Morey. “If you never have people from
those communities in those roles, then people won’t know there are options for them.” Ad Astra
Media, a multimedia educational platform that creates entertaining STEAM content, puts diverse
role models, like Callie Rodriguez, front and center.

Ad Astra Media Partners With NASA:
● Interactive Graphic Novel - “First Woman”
● English and Spanish Versions
● Highlights Diversity
● Encourages STEM Learning
● XR Enabled

“Technology drives exploration,” NASA and Ad Astra Media joined forces to develop
transformative technologies and STEAM content to enable future missions from all
demographics. First Woman graphic novels are XR (VR and AR) enabled. WebAR is also

https://www.adastrasteammedia.com/
https://www.nasa.gov/specials/calliefirst/#laprimeramujer/
https://www.nasa.gov/specials/calliefirst/
https://www.drjosemorey.com/about


available and I highly suggest you try it out. RT will quite literally join you where you’re sitting
and educate you – it kept us entertained for a little too long.

The First Woman app walks through life-size scenes from the graphic novel and explores
NASA's highlighted technologies, which helped Callie, and will help real astronauts, sustain life
on the Moon. The educational experience First Woman (La Primera Mujer) provides benefits
children far more than current standards, simultaneously shaping industries and role models for
generations to come.

First Woman App Includes:
● Three 3D Objects
● Four Explorable Life-Size Environments
● Info On Spaceship & Astronaut Technologies
● Fun Interactions With RT & Environments
● Challenges To Become a First Woman Mission Specialist

Ad Astra Media is bringing ''STEAM to Media'' for kids to have encouraging role models and
learn in a fun way how Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics are both
exciting and entertaining. With proper representation and the elimination of language barriers,
Ad Astra Media continues to revolutionize learning.

About Ad Astra Media LLC:
Ad Astra Media seeks to renew faith in facts and reason and uplift underserved and minority
communities by providing them with scientific role models in science, technology, engineering,
art and math (STEAM) to which they can aspire.

Ad Astra Media is composed of individuals with experience at all levels of media (T.V. and
commercial) production and extends into both traditional television (Spanish and English
networks) and into leading streaming services and film studios.

About NASA:
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is America’s civil space program and the global
leader in space exploration. The agency has a diverse workforce of just under 18,000 civil servants,
and works with many more U.S. contractors, academia, and international and commercial partners
to explore, discover, and expand knowledge for the benefit of humanity.
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